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ADVANCED PORTFOLIO – PRACTITIONER STUDY
DIRECTOR: SAM RAIMI

FACTFILE:
GCE A2 LEVEL
MOVING IMAGE ARTS

Overview
Having made amateur 
films throughout his teens 
and childhood, Sam Raimi 
moved into professional 
film production in his 
early twenties and quickly 
established himself as a 
horror director with his 
notoriously violent debut film 
The Evil Dead (1981). After losing creative control 
of Crimewave (1985), a demented but disjointed 
comedy film which served as his first studio backed 
production, Raimi returned to his roots with Evil Dead 
2 (1987). This film, more a remake of the original than 
a sequel per se, combined the over-the-top carnage of 
its predecessor with the wacky cartoony excesses of 
Crimewave and led to more prestigious studio projects 
such as Spider-Man (2002).

Throughout his career, however, Raimi’s signature 
style has always been to the fore. Whether showing 
a super-hero swinging through the urban canyons of 
New York or an unseen monster hunting its prey, his 
camera always moves with breathtaking speed. His 
use of sound effects is similarly noteworthy and he 
has often applied exaggerated, almost cartoon like, 
sound design to both action and horror. His approach 
to montage editing has proved extremely influential 
with younger film-makers such as Edgar Wright, who 
freely borrow his cut and zoom approach.   

Some techniques for study and 
exploration:
•  Use of rapid camera movement and expressive POV 

shots such as the rapid tracking camera movement 
through the forest in the Evil Dead films, Doctor 
Octopus’ robotic tentacle camera POV in Spider-
Man 2 (2004) and the camera following an arrow 
through the air in Army of Darkness (1992)

•  Use of short and rapid dolly shots, for example in 
Evil Dead 2 (1987) the camera moves from a mid 
shot to close-up as the film’s hero arms himself 
for battle

•  Use of exaggerated and, at times, comedic 
sound effects, such as in Darkman (1990), where 
the tapping of a test-tube is accompanied by 
a recurring, thunderous thud and in Evil Dead 
2, where the twirling of a sawn-off shotgun is 
accompanied by a loud thwooshing sound

•  Use of montage with overlapping imagery as 
characters are plotting a future course of action, 
such as in Spider-Man, where Peter Parker’s 
efforts to design a costume are illustrated with 
superimpositions, dissolves and expressive 
backdrops

•  Use of montage with straight cuts to show a 
character preparing for battle, for example in Evil 
Dead 2, where close-ups and extreme close-ups 
are quickly cut together to show the film’s hero 
customising his weapons, or in Army of Darkness, 
where each cut in a similar scene is also preceded 
by a rapid zoom
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Some recommended texts:*
Evil Dead 2 (1987)

Army of Darkness (1992)

Spider-Man (2002)

Spider-Man 2 (2004)

Drag Me to Hell (2009)

*Please note that the filmography of some practitioners 
featuring in the A2 MIA fact file series may include 18 certificate 
films. These films, if significant, may be mentioned in the 
overview to provide career background but will not be listed 
as recommended for study by CCEA. It is the responsibility of 
the teacher to ensure that students only view films with age 
appropriate content and certification.

Many films have had their certification reviewed in recent 
years. For more details go to www.bbfc.co.uk and use the film 
certification search function.
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